The two dimensional (one space-one time) sine-Gordon field with a spatial boundary condition is studied. An approximation used here is similar to the weak-coupling approximation in a nonlinear field theory, where the Lagrangian density is expanded about the static classical value l' [ If!c'(x)] in powers of r/; (x, t) -If!c,(x). By using If!c'(x), we discuss the magnetization of the Josephson junction with a finite linear length, taking a spatial boundary condition into account. We find that the magnetization shows not only discontinuities but also paramagnetic regions as a function of an applied magnetic field. § 1. Introduction Recently, the two dimensional (one space-one time) nonlinear field theory has been extensively studied since it has a wide range of applications both in condensed-matter physics and in elementary particle physics. Especially, the sineGordon system has been successfully applied, if we restrict ourselves to condensed-matter physics, to the theory of the propagation of dislocations, 1) Frohlich charge density waves,2) Bloch-wall motions in magnetic crystals,3) spin waves in the superfluid He\4) motions of the magnetic flux in Josephson junctions 5 ) and others.6) The thermodynamics of the two dimensional sine-Gordon field has already been studied by many authors.
Recently, the two dimensional (one space-one time) nonlinear field theory has been extensively studied since it has a wide range of applications both in condensed-matter physics and in elementary particle physics. Especially, the sineGordon system has been successfully applied, if we restrict ourselves to condensed-matter physics, to the theory of the propagation of dislocations, 1) Frohlich charge density waves,2) Bloch-wall motions in magnetic crystals,3) spin waves in the superfluid He\4) motions of the magnetic flux in Josephson junctions 5 ) and others.6) The thermodynamics of the two dimensional sine-Gordon field has already been studied by many authors. 7 ) For example, Gupta and Sutherland have investigated the case of kink crystals, and Maki and Takayama have calculated the statistical mechanics of kinks or breathers in the low density limit. However the spatial boundary conditions used in these analyses are different from the one in this paper. This paper is organized as follows: In § 2, we first show the spatial boundary conditions which play the important roles in the discussion of § 4. The spatial boundary conditions given in this paper are restricted to the ones which are adequate to the Josephson junction. Secondly, we give the expressions of the free energy and the magnetization. To obtain them we use the weak-coupling approximation developed by Dashen, Hasslacher and N eveu continuities but also paramagnetic regions in the magnetization as a function of an applied magnetic field. In the calculation of the magnetization, the spatial boundary condition is explicitly taken into account. First, in § 3, we study the static classical solutions of the field operator and their related free energies and secondly in § 4 we give the numerical results of the magnetization. Section 5 is devoted to discussion about the dynamical and quantum effects which are neglected in § § 3 and 4. § 2. Formulations
In this section we will study the partition function of the system with the Lagrangian density
In the case of Josephson junction, we may, as is well-known, reread (2·1) as follows: ¢(x, t) is the phase difference between two points on the opposite sides of junction, is the maximum supercurrent density, nondimensional time and coordinate t and x are defined by t = v TIA; and x = xl AI where v and A; are the well-known effective electromagnetic wave velocity and the Josephson penetration depth. In our geometry shown in Fig. 1 ¢ is related to the scaled magnetic-
where A is a usual penetration depth.
S )
In this section we will consider a general potential term V( ¢), since discussion in this section is independent of a special form of V( ¢).
and
The spatial boundary conditions adopted in this paper are o (2·3a) 
In the second condition (2-3b), it is assumed that the junction acts like an openended microwave cavity.11) This assumption is accepted b~any authors. 12 ) In the path-integral method,13) our partition function Z (/3h, Ha) is expressed in the form (2) (3) (4) (5) where No is some unimportant normalization constant and The boundary condition imposed on ~;;j)(x) is ~!1)(x) = ~!P(l) = 0 which comes from (2-3b). The index j in (2-6) and (2-7) represents the j-th solution satisfying the boundary condi ti ons (2 -3).
To get an appropriate free energy of our Josephson junction we must add the terms -D (2) (2'8) in our approximation, where Z(;3h, Ha) is given in (2'6). The magnetization M(;3h, Ha) is obtained by
In (2'8) and (2'9) we have used the relation (2'2).
' § 3. Static classical solution 1J1'cl(X)
and free energy at T =0 (2'9) In this section, we study some general properties of lJfcl(X) and the associated free energy GCI(OO, Ha). While we restrict ourselves to the static classical case in this section (and in § 4), the spatial boundary condition (2'3a) is explicitly taken into account. As long as a temperature is not so high, the results obtained here (and in § 4) would not be altered so much when we take the dynamical and quantum effects into account, and so we could refer to these results as the fundamental ones.
Contrary to the results in § 2, discussion of the following sections depends on the special features of V(¢). Thus we assume that the potential V(¢) in ( Here we have assumed that the equality in (3·1b) holds at ¢=O and the equality in (3·1c) occurs both at ¢ = 0 and at ¢ = H, or only at ¢ = O. The first and the second equality of (3'la), of course, represent a translational and a mirror symmetry of V( ¢), respectively. From the Euler-Lagrange equation, the func-
where the integration constant CE is given by on account of the boundary condition (2·3a).
(a) the case Cf.>O
where
are satisfied, we find from (3'la) and (3'2) the relation between /[fcI (l) and /[fcI( 0) as (3'5) where N = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... The reason for considering only the Meissner-type solution is that non-Meissner-type solutions are not preferable for the free energy G«(3h, fia). In other words, they are unstable against small fluctuations. Let us obtain the classical free energy for CE > 0 at T = 0, denoted by GCI( =, fia).
Considering (2·6), (2'8) , (3'4) and (3'5), we easily have
Before ending the study for the case CE >0, we give here a relation
which will be useful in the following discussion. In (3' 7), to and l' are introduced by and (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) As is also the case in (3 -6), these relations (3 -7)~(3 -9) are the direct consequences of the periodicity (3-1a (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) and (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) respectively, where lJfel(r) in (3-13) is defined by V(lJfel(r))+C=O. The classical free energy for C\ < ° at T = 0, denoted by Cel( =, fIa), is given by
Results (3-10)~ (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) are easily understood in our pendulum modeL Equation (3 -10) reflects the fact that the pendulum is not rotating but vibrating for C < 0, and then lJfel( r) may be interpreted as an angle at a turning point. Before ending this section, we should emphasize the fact that the Meissner-type solutions considered here cannot exist when we study other cases than the one defined by (2'4 (4'2) where ).J = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ± 3, .... This sectionally parabolic-periodic potential is important when we study the special case of the Josephson junction where a normal metal layer is used; when the layer is thicker than the coherence length and the temperature is much lower than Te, 15) we should adopt (4' 2) rather than (4'1). In this section, the temperature is assumed to be zero.
First, we study the case of (4 .1 
(4 .7)
The expression (4'7) is obtained by (2'9) and (3'5). As is seen in Fig. 2 , the value WCl( 0) is not uniquely determined by the applied field Ha. Several branches of WCl(O) with different number of periods N are found. In (4'7), we must choose the branch of WCI ( 0) which makes CCI( =, Ha) minimum. Thus as shown in Fig. 2 for I = 2, I = 5 and 1= 10, the system goes from one branch to the next at the points shown by the vertical arrows so as to make CCl( =, Ha) minimum at a given Ha. Using (A'5) in the Appendix we get (4'8) for l--->=. We show WCl(O) determined by (A'3) in Fig. 3 . In Figs. 2 and 3 , magnetization curves are also displayed. We have found, through calculations, that any CCl( =, Ha) is always larger than any CCl( =, Ha) and then we need not be concerned with the case C. < O.
Secondly, let us study the case (4·2). In the following, we can omit the case CE<O by the same reason occurring in the case (4'1). For CE>O, we obtain (4'9) Cd 00,
(4 '10) from (3'6) . The vanous branches of lJfcl(O) and the magnetizations given by (4'7) are shown in Fig. 4 . For l-co=, we have (see the Appendix)
The above result and lJfel(O) determined by (A'3) are given in Fig. 5 . In Figs. Z~5, He =,/2 is defined by the condition, D(Z?t+d)fo L Ha 2 /87f·dX=DUzjs/Ze. It is worth noticing that in both cases of (4'1) and (4' Z) there appear the discontinuities and the paramagnetic regions in the magnetization curves for the finite l. But these are not surprising. The discontinuities come from the boundary conditions. At the transition point N -> N + 1, lJfel( 0) jumps to another value to make the free energy minimum. Combining this fact with (4' 7) we can easily understand these discontinuities. Secondly, let us discuss the paramagnetic regions. By using the equation By(X)=(alJfel/aX)=/Z{ V( lJfel) + Cd, we find that the maximum or the minimum value of By(x) occurs at lJfel(x) which makes V( lJfel) maximum or minimum. These values are, for example, in the case of (4'1), /Z{Z+Cd and /ZCE, respectively. When the applied field Ha is fairly smaller than /Z{Z+ Cel and close to /zCr, the value of (l/l)folBydx can exceed Ha. This is just the reason why we find the paramagnetic regions. To understand more intuitively, we may use the pendulum model. For the pendulum with the small (but positive) energy Cr, the minimum velocity of the pendulum occurring at the potential top is fairly smaller than the maximum velocity at the potential minimum. In such a pendulum, if the initial velocity Ha is near to the minimum velocity, the average velocity (l/l)Iot Bydx is larger than the initial velocity Ha. But considering the fact that the paramagnetic regions are very narrow, these interpretations are nothing but qualitative. To discuss this problem we are forced to do the detailed calculations given in this paper. Before ending this section, we study whether we can find a potential which gives the paramagnetic regions in the limit l-> 00. Comparing the two magnetization curves in Figs.3 and 5,we find that the rapid decrease of -47fM=(00, Ha) near Hel seems to be fairly sensitive to the potential V( ¢). Then we may ask if for some In the calculations in § § 3 and 4, we have neglected the quantum effects and also assumed T = O. Although the renormalization procedures in the ¢4 field and the sine-Gordon field have already been discussed by many authors (see, for example, Refs. 8) and 16)), we have not obtained the renormalized free energy in (2·8). This is because it is very difficult, owing to the spatial boundary condition, to get the explicit form of .Ql;{) defined by (2·7). Besides the renormalization problem, we encounter two other difficulties in consequence of the fact that we cannot obtain the explicit form of .Ql;{). One is as follows: We cannot directly show .Ql;{)2 > 0 which is necessary for us to convince ourselves that the Meissnertype solution lJfH)(x) is stable against small fluctuations near lJfJ/)(x). The other is that we cannot extend discussion in § § 3 and 4 to the case of a finite temperature even in our weak-coupling approximation. At a finite temperature, we must take the factor I1m{l-exp( -/3h.Ql;{»t I (see (2·8» into consideration, but we cannot obtain the explicit form of this factor. When we study the case T > 0, it is interesting and important to consider, in addition to .QW, the breather modes satisfying the spatial boundary condition and the reflections of the moving kinks. But these investigations seem to us formidably difficult. We also neglect the vibrations of ¢ along the y-direction near the static classical value lJfcI(X). The effects of these modes are probably important when we study the Fiske step12) in more detail. It seems to us that the nonlinear cavity modes are playing the essential roles in characterizing the detailed nature of the Fiske step, although no such study has been performed sufficiently as yet. To establish the conclusion (A -2) completely, we need to study the case CE < 0 which can occur in the present region 0 < Ha < HCI, that is, in -Jr ~ IJfcl( 0) < iJrcl( 0).
Fortunately, it is not difficult to show the fact that the most preferable free energy for CE < 0 is obtained at C. --> -0, and therefore the conclusion (A -2) is not changed. Secondly, let us study the case Ha > HCI. In this case a QCI(OO, Ha)/aC can become zero at (A-3) and the corresponding free energy becomes (A-4) where Ct and lP"cI( 0) are determined by (A -3). The free energy (A -4) is, of course, the minimum free energy in Ha > HCI. Here we need not be concerned with the case CE < 0 in spite of the fact that in the region H a > HCI there can exist IJfcl( 0) which makes CE negative. This is because the minimum free energy for Ct < 0 is, as is discussed after (A -2), obtained at CE --> -0 and its value is 1 Ha 2 which is larger than (A -4) by the amount of Ct( Cf > 0). Combining the results (A-2) and (A-4) with the expression of the magnetization -4JrM=(00, Ha) =0 .QCI(OO, Ha)/aHa, we have where 8(x) is the step function. The results given in this appendix agree with Kulik's)?) ones in which he adopted V(¢)=l~cos ¢.
